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Background

The purpose of the case study is to examine the level of
daily satisfaction by analysing the content of messages
for the presence of defined expressions describing
emotional states, positive/negative, or e.g. joy, sadness,
fear, anger.

The idea is to explore how we might produce statistics on
social sentiment from news sites/blogs/social media
towards events/topics and how those can be linked to
existing official statistics which annually measure
population well-being.



Collecting data from the Facebook API

Main Source: The Guardian Facebook Page

Daily collection of:

q Posts: reactions counts, comments count, Guardian url
of the article, created time, message of the post
• other information taken from the Guardian website

about the article, mainly category, tags

q Comments: the post id to which the comment refers to,
comments count, likes count, user, created time,
message of the comment text, parent comment id (for
comment replies only)



Facebook Data Volume

Here's the full video 
of Donald J. Trump's 
first presidential 
address.
(3203) 

This is what it looks like 
when Donald J. Trump 
doesn't want to shake 
hands with a foreign 
leader. (2096) 

Noel Fielding and Sandi 
Toksvig to host new Great 
British Bake Off. (1995) 

Donald Trump Jr 
called 'a disgrace' 
for tweet goading 
London mayor 
Sadiq Khan. (840) 

Woman 
photographed in 
hijab on 
Westminster 
Bridge responds to 
online abuse. 
(777) 

q 33 days 
q 1,704 posts 
q 561,748 

comments 

Daily

Hourly



Model overview 

4 different lexicons + 
VADER



Lexicon Comparison over Time
• Sentiment calculated using 4 different lexicons + VADER. Scores are

normalised from -1 to 1
• 24h MA: While a moving average is useful to remove noise, data on the edges

is lost and thus the sentiment tend to level off. Nevertheless, such smoothing
can be useful for getting a sense of the emotional trajectory.

Commonalities 
exist in the 
sentiment 
trajectories of the 
lexicons, which is 
good



VADER: positive vs. negative sentiment 
trajectories

negative sentiment due to the 
terrorist attack in Westminster.



Facebook Reactions

‘Angry’ and ‘Sad’ overcome happier reactions



Sentiment evaluation
Sentiment scores were converted to a multinomial classification 
problem where a score: 

• > 0.2 corresponds to a Positive sentiment (P) 
• < −0.2 corresponds to a Negative sentiment (N) 
• −0.2 ≤ 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ≥ 0.2 corresponds to a Neutral sentiment (X) 

And assessed using the averaged precision, recall and F1-score 

• Best method: 47.7% classification error 
• Baseline: 54.9%classification error, that is if we were to predict all 

comments as the most occurring class. 



Problems

• Long text
• Noisy comments: many comments with just a name in it
• Context relevant
• Keyword-based approach is totally based on the set of

keywords. Sentences without any keyword would imply
that they do not carry any sentiment at all.

• Meanings of keywords could be multiple and vague, as
most words could change their meanings according to
different usages and contexts.



Sentiment in longer texts

Sentiment analysis for 
discussions, 
comments, and blogs 
tend to be a much 
harder task, since they 
generally involve 
multiple entities, 
multiple opinions, 
comparisons, noise, 
sarcasm, etc. The 
longer the text, the 
more neutral the 
sentiment tend to be.



No clear evidence
Emotions from NRC lexicon

Article Title Sentiment vs Comments Sentiment

Article Title sentiment vs. Article Description Sentiment of the article message. 

Parent Sentiment vs Child sentiment



Representativeness

The Facebook API does not provide any other information
than person’s full name and ID. Additionally, users’ IDs are
meaningful only within the same API/app
Two sources of demographic information:
• Facebook Ads (distributions of users who have The

Guardian in their Facebook interests by Gender, by age,
income but also where consumers shop, how they shop,
what products and brands they purchase, the
publications they read, and their demographic and
psychographic attributes)

• Demographic profile of Guardian readers, published by
the Guardian (2010)


